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Meeting 6th December 2017, 7.30pm - Highgate Newtown Estate, Garden Room



Attended: Grainne Ennis (Holly Lodge Residents Association (HLRA)), Deb Froome (HLRA), Andrea 
Westall (HLRA), Derek Wells (Mechanical and Electrical Capital Contracts Manager, Camden), Alex 
Maguire (Director, TGA Consulting Engineers), Sally Grimson (Highgate Councillor), Dermot 
Alexander (HLRA), Martin Narrarway (Holly Lodge Conservation Area Advisory Committee, Holly 
Lodge Estate Committee)



Apologies: Tamatha Weisser (HLRA), Kim Sutherland (HLRA), Judith Walker (HLRA), Richard 
Molineux (Holly Lodge Leaseholders Association) 



In response to a question, Derek explained that he was the contract manager for planned works, 
reporting to Pat O'Neill



Agenda

GE reiterated that the reason for the TRA wanting to meet today was to try and make the 
forthcoming public consultation meeting as constructive as possible, by reviewing the presentation 
and raising questions that residents were likely to ask, so that Camden and TGA could come 
prepared with more of the answers.



The agenda for today’s meeting:

1. Go through presentation asking questions for clarification so that we fully understand the 
proposal. 

2. Discuss the proposal and our reactions 

3. Discuss what will be consulted on and how. 

Priority is to cover point one first so that the latter two points can be approached from a common 
understanding of what the proposal entails. 



Residents confirmed they would like a copy of the full options appraisal. 



ACTION: DW to send full options appraisal to GE for distribution. 



ACTION: Residents to read options appraisal and make a note of further questions which will need 
to be answered before or during consultation.



AW asked what the scope of the work undertaken by the consultants, TGA had been. AM 
explained they were asked to look at the problems with the boiler room on Swains Lane; problems 
with the performance of some of the plant serving specific blocks; and to consider overall how the 
systems worked and how the estate was served. Immediate problems with the supply to 1-16 MM 
were also looked at. The previous meeting that residents had attended (in 2015) was a 
presentation of options that might be possible. The work since has been an options appraisal to 
explore and assess the options in more detail. 



AW asked if an environmental impact assessment had been done. AM said they did a carbon 
assessment but not a full impact assessment which would consider things like embodied energy.



GE asked AM to take residents through the slides, answering questions along the way. The notes 
that relate to each slide can be found after the relevant slide in this document.
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EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE 



The plan shows where the existing "network", i.e. pipes, is, as far as is known. DF mentioned 
that there are photos of the trenches which might help identify the location of pipes if it was 
uncertain. [DF added after the meeting that t is possible to walk through the gardens and spot 
the access hatches for the pipe.]



In response to questions, AM clarified that: 


The current pipes were installed about 15 years ago. 30 MM (the sheltered accommodation) •
has its own boiler and is not connected to the communal system at all. The pipe that runs 
above ground from the boiler house is the hot water supply to some flats in 1-16 MM.

The pipes are considered fit for purpose in terms of capacity and the same would be true if •
additional buildings were to be connected. 

The life of a pipe is about 50 + years. 
•
The pipes are pre-insulated steel. 
•
It is a pressurised system. 
•
The pipes would have met or surpassed the standards for insulation at the time they were •
installed. Standards for insulation have since improved but there would be huge costs and 
disruption if the pipes were replaced to improve the insulation. It is not possible to just replace 
the insulation as it is integrated into the pipe.




[Note: following the meeting residents consulted an email from Steve Platt in March 2013 to 
confirm the date of previous works. In 2001/2 works were undertaken to plant rooms, including 
replacing aged calorifiers and controls within the various plant rooms with high efficiency heat 
exchangers and storage systems for hot water supplies.This is separate from the later work, in 
2012, to renew the boilers in the main plant room.]
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EXISTING SYSTEMS  


AM confirmed that, of the blocks which have heating and hot water from the communal 
plant, the difference between the regen blocks (shown in blue) and the other blocks (shown 
in red) is the way in which the heating is delivered - regen blocks have hot water underfloor 
heating, whereas the other blocks have radiators.




Existing plant room
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Existing congested plantroom

• Existing plant space is 
inadequate

• Acoustic issues

• Vibration issues

• Insufficient space

• Poor ventilation

• Lack of height

• New plant cannot be safely
installed and maintained













































































































































































































EXISTING PLANT ROOM  
 
AM said that options for extending the plant room had been considered, including increasing the 
footprint towards the road and making the building higher. However, there are concerns about 
underpinning the building and extending it would not solve the proximity to residents and there 
would be a visual impact. 



AM said they had tried to deal with the vibration and noise issues in the current setup but the 
space and access made it difficult to isolate and reduce the sources of noise and vibration. The 
households affected are in Block 4 (85-100 MM) and the adjacent houses on swains Lane. These 
residents have complained repeatedly and objectively speaking the level of noise and vibration is 
significant.



Existing conditions
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• Existing blocks served by mixture of different systems

• Temporary boiler plant currently in operation following plant failure

• Replacement central boiler plant required

• Plant locations are limited

• Performance issues with sub-station plantrooms across the site

• A valuable asset exists in the pipeline infrastructure
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Aspect Local Decentralised Communal

Utilities
Multiple individual 

connections
Multiple connections. Single larger connection.

Metering
Individual meters located per 

apartment

Multiple meters in 

enclosures.
Single meter.

Space
Local installations are self-

contained within area served.

Multiple smaller plant rooms 

80-120% comparative area.

Large single energy centre 

100% comparative area.

Flues Individual flues per apartment

Multiple flues, high level 

discharge but potentially 

reduced legislation.

Flues in single location 

clean air act likely.

Plant

Local, within dedicated 

service cupboard or within 

kitchens in each apartment

High domestic or 

commercial scale a 

possibility.

Commercial or industrial 

scale.













































































































































































































COMPARISON MATRIX 1/3 
 
In response to questions, AM confirmed the following points: 



Metering

If a communal system is installed or updated, individual heat metering could be put in place, 
measuring the amount of heat used by each flat. It would be up to Camden to determine the 
policy for how they bill residents but heat meters would make it possible to bill per the amount 
used.



Flues 

If you aggregate the discharge by having a single plant then legislation would mean the flue 
would have discharge up high rather than near ground level. If each flat had an individual broiler 
then the legislation would not apply. The standards are higher for commercial installations. MN 
pointed out that the Conservation Area Advisory Committee would be likely to object to 
individual flues for every flat if it was necessary to put them on the front face of every building. 
[Note: as a follow up, DF has checked the location of flues on blocks containing flats with boilers. 
In general it has been possible to position them on the side or rear walls, or on the side returns of 
kitchens, but there are some on front facades.]



Comparison matrix
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Aspect Local Decentralised Communal

Buffering n/a

Increased overall provision 

for effective operation 

reduced.

Increased provision to 

optimise plant possible. 

Overall requirement 

maximised.

Network n/a Limited. Extensive.

Resilience Maximised per dwelling

Maximised with groups of 

buildings or buildings as 

separate circuits.

Limited. Single point of 

failure in network.

Maintenance

Multiple local installations, 

less onerous maintenance 

requirements

Multiple assets potentially 

simpler maintenance but 

more difficult to coordinate.

Larger single plant. 

Specialist maintenance but 

expensive to undertake.













































































































































































































COMPARISON MATRIX 2/3



Buffering

Buffering is the storage of energy at low demand times so it can be used at high demand times.



Network

Network means the pipelines.



Resilience

There are three boilers in the plant room. The pipeline is the single point of failure.



Comparison matrix
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Aspect Local Decentralised Communal

Cost

Lower capital cost per 

installation, however 

additional utilities 

infrastructure required

Potentially lower capital cost 

(subject to detailed 

assessment)

Potentially higher capital 

cost (subject to detailed 

assessment).

Efficiency
High efficiency with minimal 

distribution losses

Slightly less efficient plant 

but reduced losses. More 

efficient overall.

More efficient plant but 

increased system losses.

Phasing

Individual dwelling 

installations provide 

maximum flexibility for 

phased constructions

Fewer installations offers 

reduced flexibility for 

phased constructions. 

Some temporary plant likely

Single installation offers 

limited flexibility for phased 

constructions. Temporary 

plant likely













































































































































































































COMPARISON MATRIX 3/3



Cost

The reference to cost here refers to the overall cost of the project based on a thirty year life cycle 
analysis. Residents pointed out they would need to understand the actual costs for tenants and 
leaseholders as part of being able to properly compare the options. They needed to understand 
the capital cost; the ongoing maintenance cost, the cost of the energy supplied; and how this 
compared between options. The point was made that Camden was able to buy gas at wholesale 
prices which would be cheaper than an individual could get.



AM said that if everyone were to have an individual boiler then the cost of replacing existing gas 
pipe work should be factored into the capital costs, because the existing pipe work was not 
intended to be used like that. Residents expressed scepticism about this since there are many 
cases where individual boilers have been fitted by Camden. If a communal system is installed the 
existing gas pipes would not be needed, except to supply gas for cooking.



Efficiency 

In this context efficiency is a measure of how much useful heat you deliver from a given input of 
energy. Losses arise during generation, distribution, and delivery. Residents pointed out that the 
wording in the table made it difficult to understand which option was being put forward as the 
most efficient. AM clarified that “High efficiency” in the ‘Local’ column should really read “Good 
efficiency”.



As an overall comment on the companion matrix residents said they found it quite helpful for 
understanding the differences between the options but that it needed refining before being 
presented at an open consultation meeting to ensure that all the statements were applicable to 
Holly Lodge; if the consultation is about a system for Holly Lodge then residents need to 
understand how different systems would work in the specific context of Holly Lodge, rather than 
in an abstract or conceptual way.






Design considerations 
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• Distribution

• Existing infrastructure is of adequate capacity to serve a communal system across the estate.

• A communal system will be more efficient with more homes connected to it

• Plant

• New installations need to be adaptable to cater for varying conditions

• New plant room will need to be considered in terms of access for both plant replacement and 
maintenance.

• Acoustic treatment of plant room required

• Vibration isolation of plant installations required










































































Design considerations 
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• Plant (cont.)

• Modular boiler approach to allow phased changeover or implementation

• Plate heat exchanger equipment implemented to protect new plant from system

• Acoustic treatment of plant room

• Vibration isolation of plant installations

• Existing CHP is underutilised

• Tertiary installations (within dwellings)

• Replacement required

• Space saving and compact requirement – limited space

• Efficient yet able to perform

• Blocks to be considered individually













































































































































































































DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 2/2 


In response to questions, AM confirmed the following points: 




Plate heat exchanger equipment would protect the plant from the system because it would •
mean that there would be no transfer of sludge from existing pipes into the new system.

CHP means combined heat and power - a gas engine combined with an eternal generator, •
which means by-product heat can be put to use. There is CHP plant in the existing plant room 
but the space available means that it cannot be used properly. 

What would need to be replaced within "tertiary installations", i.e. within flats? Pipes, boilers, •
radiators. There followed some debate about whether these really needed replacing - in some 
cases they are brand new because flats are refurbished when they become available. 

AM confirmed that blocks would need to be considered individually as the answer would not •
be the same for every block.
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POTENTIAL SYSTEMS 



Residents observed that the proposal appeared to be to move all blocks on Makepeace 
Mansions and Holly Lodge Mansions onto communal hot water and heating, even those 
which currently have individual boilers or which are today only supplied with hot water. 
DW and AM confirmed that this was the proposal.



Residents pointed out that for blocks which are not currently provided with communal 
heating , there is no agreement in place that Camden should supply heating and yet the 
proposal seemed to assume that communal heating could simply be imposed. DW asked 
if those blocks currently paid a heating charge to Camden. Residents confirmed that they 
did not pay any heating charge, on account of not being provided with any heat.



SG noted that councillors had not been briefed that nine of the 23 blocks currently had 
no agreement in place for Camden to supply heating and said that Camden would need 
to check what provision there was in leases to make that kind of change.



MN commented that there would be little impact on the overall efficiency of the system if 
some blocks only had communal hot water and were not connected to the heating.



ACTION: Camden to check leases and to explain whether they really intend to compel 
leaseholders to buy a heating service from Camden where one is not already provided, 
and, for those in three blocks on Holly Lodge Mansions with individual boilers, whether 
they can be compelled to buy a heating and hot water service from Camden when neither 
is currently provided.



Residents pointed out that it was not clear from the presentation why this option had 
been selected above others, or even which other options had been considered. This 
information needs to form part of the presentation at the open consultation meeting. 
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INTERCONNECTION WITH HIGHGATE?  


In response to questions, AM confirmed the following points: 




The pipe from the Highgate Newtown Estate wound cover about half a kilometre. This •
extra length would result in the loss of some heat between the boiler and the blocks, 
but the water would still be hot enough at its destination. The distance between 
Highgate Newtown and Holly Lodge is no longer than the distance within some of 
Camden's larger estates - Alexandra & Ainsworth was given as an example*.

The proposal would make the best use of the plant on the Highgate Newtown Estate, •
which currently runs at about one quarter or one third of capacity.

The proposal would potentially mean there would be no need for plant on the Holly •
Lodge Estate, or there may be the need for a secondary plant room on Holly Lodge to 
help pump the water. They don't know yet because they haven't designed the system, 
but it would definitely be to pump the water, not to further heat it. 

The noise and vibration from secondary plant such as this would need to be •
considered.

Whether the pipes run under the road or the pavement would depend on what •
infrastructure is currently buried there.

The pipes can cope with a certain amount of subsidence because they have some •
flexibility. The potential impact of the springs or existing leaking pipe which causes 
damage to the road every year would need to be considered.

There have been teething issues with the Highgate Newtown Estate system, which they •
are trying to work through now. The performance statistics for the system at the 
beginning do not reflect the expected (better) performance once the problems have 
been solved. 

Some of the problems were caused by residents refusing across to properties at the •
last minute, meaning that the new system was connected to old pipes and 
contaminated with debris from the old pipes. 

There has also been a problem with the electrical supply which means the system stops •
working sometimes.

Adding the demands of the Holly Lodge Estate will not exacerbate these existing •
problems because they are not related to boiler capacity. 

Adding Holly Lodge Estate would use more of the boiler capacity but won't place it •
under strain as there will still be redundant capacity.




*NOTE: Residents note that a recent article about heating problems on the Alexandra and 
Ainsworth  in the Camden New Journal, 5th January 2018 (http://camdennewjournal.com/
article/housing-and-the-folly-of-maintenance-assumptions ) states that “Following recent 
meetings of council officials and tenants it has been agreed to break up the long pipe with 
“sub-stations” so that in future repairs can be carried out more efficiently.” This calls into 
question the wisdom of installing a single pipe between Highgate Newtown and Holly 
Lodge.



Tertiary installations upgrade
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Isometric view of replacement piped services within typical dwelling Plan view of primary pipework in typical core














TERTIARY INSTALLATIONS UPGRADE 



In response to questions, AM confirmed the following points: 




The current arrangement of pipes, whereby many flats have entirely separate supplies of both •
hot and cold water to the kitchen and bathroom, and whereby pipes run from one flat to the 
next would change. Flats would have a single supply, from a communal or external area rather 
than from a neighbouring flat. 

They had not considered individual mains water meters, but given the changes to pipe work it •
should be possible.

Heat meters would be fitted - individually for each flat. AM repeated the point that it was up to •
Camden to decide if they would bill each flat based on their actual usage. SG said that on the 
Highgate Newtown Estate they would be used for billing - the implication being that the same 
would be possible for the Holly Lodge Estate.

How a Heat Interface Unit (HIU) works: 
•

The HIU has two components - one for heating hot water and one for heating the water ◦
that circulates in the heating system.

As Holly Lodge residents had already made it clear that space in their flats is very limited, ◦
Camden has worked with a manufacturer of HlUs to design a new model where these two 
components can be contained in two separate units. The combined volume is the same 

(roughly equivalent to the size of a combi boiler) but it allows more flexibility in terms of ◦
where they might be located. 

For the hot water component, hot water flows into the HIU from the communal system and ◦
heats a plate. Cold water flows in from the mains supply and passes against the plate, 
which heats it. The water then flows on to the hot water taps. 

For the heating component, hot water flows into the HIU from the communal system and ◦
heats a plate. Water circulating in a closed loop through the heating system (ie. the pipes, 
radiators, or underfloor piping) passes against the plate and is heated, and flows onward 
around the heating loop.


Pipe work would all be surface mounted by default. It was agreed with Highgate Newtown •
Estate residents that they could have the option for Camden to install up to and including the 
HIU, and for the resident to contract their own internal pipe work installation. The same would 
be an option for the Holly Lodge Estate.

Pipes wound enter the flat at ceiling level and be routed to whenever the HlU is. The positioning •
of the HlU is fairly flexible. It does not need to be on an external wall, but it does need 
connecting to a waste pipe so that it has a safety valve. They can be located in different places 
in different flats. If it is positioned a very long way away from a tap it means there may be a 
short delay for the tap to run hot, but it would be a matter of a delay followed by hot water, 
rather than a case of water continually running tepid.

Existing pipe work could either be removed or, if it wasn't in the way, simply be capped and left •
in situ, e.g. pipes that currently run under floors.

The presence of interconnecting pipe work between flats within a block means that they all •
need to be done at the same time, so the cooperation of residents is essential.

There would be no compensation for anyone who had paid to put in their own system which •
has to be replaced as a result of this scheme.

You can programme the HIU for temperature and time and you can control the radiator valves*.
•
A process would have to be agreed for moving furniture and protecting flats from damage. Has •
to be consulted on as there is so much variation.

In the Highgate Newtown installation, limited space was retained so that in specific cases •
people who needed to move out of their flat whilst work was undertaken had somewhere to 
stay, or somewhere to go during the day.




*NOTE: Residents of the Highgate Newton Estate report that this does not work in practice; that 
you cannot adjust the temperature of the radiators manually but that you have re-set the 
thermostat and wait for it to take effect.



TERTIARY INSTALLATIONS UPGRADE (continued)




In terms of protecting the fabric of the building they would need to assess what was •
possible, for example what the structure would support.

In terms of five breaks, each flat wound be considered a compartment and the piping into •
the flat would be the point where a firebreak would be needed. There would not be firebreaks 
within flats. There was some discussion about this and it became clear that existing 
firebreaks within flats vary, for example some flats have fire doors on the kitchen, whereas 
some have no separation at all between the kitchen and other rooms.

Using existing conduit for piping, for example as exists today in some stairwells, has not •
been ruled out. Where this is not available or not a viable option then pipes will be surface 
mounted.

Existing pipes would not be used. The costs and risks would outweigh the benefits. It is •
much easier to be sure of the integrity of new piping. Uncovering old piping to check its 
suitability would involve as much work as simply installing new pipes.

For leaseholders on the Highgate Newtown Estate it was agreed that Camden would control •
the installation up to the HIU and if the leaseholder wanted they could arrange and pay for 
their own installation within their flat, meaning they could have theoretically used the old 
piping.

Having HIUs outside of flats in corridors might be an option if there is space.
•
There would probably be a standing charge and a metered usage charge.
•
Everyone who currently has communal hot water would need to take the new communal hot •
water system.

With split HIUs it would hypothetically be possible to have the hot water component but not •
the heating.

In terms of a timetable, given the time needed to consult and to fully design the system, it •
was unlikely that any physical work would be undertaken during 2018.




 



End of meeting summary



As only the first point of the agenda had been covered, it was agreed to meet again in the 
new year.



ACTION: Residents to meet amongst themselves and agree recommendations for how the 
proposal should be presented to residents so that it is easier to understand.



ACTION : Camden to provide a clear statement of what it is they will be consulting on - are 
they open to alternative options, or is the consultation simply about how this option is 
implemented? What is negotiable and non-negotiable?



ACTON: Follow up meeting between today's participants in the new year to discuss the 
consultation. Residents to make recommendations about what and how material should be 
presented and Camden to share what it is they intend to consult on.




Discussion
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